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1. Introduction 

 Use of HDDs in mobile devices
o Hostile working environment           Mechanical shock

 Shock during operational conditions
o At low flying height ( <5 nm), HDI can become 

unstable/fails

 Shock Simulator
o An analysis tool to evaluate the HDI

response during the op-shock condition

 HDI Failure Mechanism
o Understanding the HDI failure mechanisms can be very 

beneficial for modifying the HDD’s structural designs in 
order to improve its work performance.
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Basic components of a hard disk drive

Spindle Motor: 
(hub + housing with FDB)

Base plate

Disk

Head Actuator Assembly
(HAA)

Pivot:
(sleeve + shaft 

with ball bearing)

2.1 Multi-Body Op-shock model

 3-DOF suspension model
 4-DOF suspension model
 ~250-DOF HAA with fixed 

B.C. + disk model

 ~250-DOF HAA with fixed 
B.C. +Disk supporting 
model

 Actuator model + F.E. disk 
model with fixed B.C.

 Actuator model +Disk 
supporting model (Full 
Model) 
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2.2 Multi-Body Op-shock model

 Air bearing model:

The air flow under the slider is governed by the Reynolds lubrication equation:

p: air pressure
h: head disk separation
μ: air viscosity
U and V: air flow velocity components along x and y directions.
Q: the Poiseuille flow factor to accommodate the slip effect at the boundary.

          M u C u K u F   

 Structural model:

3 36 6 12 ( )p pQph U ph Qph V ph ph
x x y y t
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2.3 Algorithm for shock simulator 

Start

Initialize Full HDD 
model 

Start air bearing simulation with 
the initial condition

Compute the structural 
displacement

hmin <GH?

Compute the minimum HDI 
clearance (hmin)

Reduce the time step

Yes

Solve Reynolds eq. to get air 
bearing and interfacial force

Advance Full HDD model 
and time

t>T?

Stop

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Compute structural including 
actuator displacement t

nx

?t t
n ox x  

Update           t t
o nx x
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3 Shock Model and Mode Analysis

 z-direction half sinusoid shock 
 T_start=0.5ms
 T_pulsewid=2ms
 Magnitude=400G
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Positive Shock:  

HAA Disk

Mode Frequency (Hz) Mode Frequency (Hz)

Forward Backward

1st bending 472 (0,0) 1043 1043

2nd bending 1631 (0,1) 1210 850

Flexure 2489 (0,2) 1604 885
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4.1 Pulse width effects on HDI failure

 The HDI response is very sensitive to the shock pulse width.
 The failure shock magnitude is different
 The failure time is different.

 1. why are they different?
 2. how does the slider contact the disk during crash?

0.5 ms 2.0 ms
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4.2 HDI Failure Mechanisms

 Negative shocks with short pulse width and Positive shocks

A positive shock with the pulse width 0.5 ms

 Negative shocks with long pulse width

A negative shock with the pulse width 2.0 ms
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4.2.1 Positive shock (0.5 ms)

 The slider can fly for 300 G, but 
crash on the disk when the shock 
increases to 400 G.
 The minimum clearance decreases 
from positive to negative directly.
 The net bearing force (grey curve) 
decreases to a negative value before 
the minimum clearance becomes zero.
 “head-slap”: 
The slider is pulled back towards the disk 
and then crash on the disk. 
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4.2.1 Positive shock (0.5 ms)

 It is the excitation of  the air bearing pitch mode that causes the vibration of  the 
minimum clearance.
 The x and y coordinates indicate that the slider contacts the disk first at the inner trailing 
edge corner and then the contact point moves along the inner edge to the leading edge. 

Pitch: zoom in

Roll: zoom in
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4.2.2 Negative shock (2.0 ms)

 The slider crashes on the disk 
when the negative shock increases 
from 1500G to 1600 G.
 The slider oscillates for a while 
before it contacts the disk.
 The net bearing force (grey 
curve) is positive before the 
minimum clearance becomes zero.

 The slider crashes on the disk 
only when the inertia load of  the 
shock overcomes the air bearing 
force.
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4.2.2 Negative shock (2.0 ms)

 The x and y coordinates of  the slider’s 
minimum clearance locations indicate that the 
slider contacts the disk first at the leading edge 
center, and then the contact point moves along 
the leading edge, as shown in the left figure. 
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4.3 One example: different suspension
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Positive: Softer Susp
Negative: Softer Susp
Positive: 2X Stiffer Susp
Negative: 2X Stiffer Susp
Positive: 4X Stiffer Susp
Negative: 4X Stiffer Susp

 The flexure design changes affect the HDD’s work performance very little for a 
negative shock with long pulse width.  (The critical shock is very much related to the 
air bearing designs, but not the structural designs such as the suspension)
 For other shocks the critical shock value increases as the flexure stiffness 
increases.  (For a stiffer suspension, the stiffness difference between the suspension and 
the disk becomes smaller)
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Conclusion

 We applied a multi-body full HDD model and a complete air 
bearing model to study the HDI failures when the HDD is 
subjected to different kinds of shocks.

 For a negative shock with long pulse width the HDI fails when 
the inertia load of the shock overcomes the air bearing force.

 For other shock cases, the “head slap” due to the head-disk 
separation and weak air bearing is the main cause of HDI failure.

 An example: increase the stiffness of the suspension to improve 
the HDD’s work performance for the HDD system we used in 
this study. 

 Future work: the ABS design and other structural design effects 
on HDI response during an Op-shock.
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Thank you very much for your 
attention!

Questions?
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Critical shock

 The results of  the full HDD model have an almost constant offset from the reduced 
disk model.
 The disk model can save a lot of  simulation time.


